THRIVING IN A TIME OF MODERNIZATION

Government agencies continue to prioritize technology infrastructure modernization as they look to improve quality of care. This provides an unparalleled opportunity to implement innovative technologies to transform care, improve quality and enable a platform for future growth.

MAKE YOUR TECHNOLOGY WORK FOR YOU

Government agencies can drive the effectiveness of their investments through Huron’s holistic planning and implementation methodology. Huron possesses a deep understanding and strong expertise with IT strategy, deployment, and remediation. We actively engage with our clients to understand your mission, strategic goals and operational strategy for organizational improvement.

Our focus in these areas enables government agencies to keep pace with the private sector by partnering with industry experts to maximize funds appropriated for IT modernization.

We guide you in establishing and executing your organization’s technology vision by:

- **ALIGNING** IT with the organization’s strategic plan and business goals
- **ENSURING** IT investments are meeting the highest priority needs of the organization and that governance facilitates predictability of IT’s resource consumption and spend
- **REVIEWING** the human resources and financial management of IT
- **EVALUATING** the technology, application and project portfolios, IT processes and services that support the organization’s direction
WHY HURON FOR HEALTHCARE TECHNOLOGY?

With more than 1,000 consultants dedicated to healthcare, including healthcare technology experts with an average 15 years of experience, Huron can provide assistance with any healthcare IT initiative. Our expertise spans across all areas of healthcare IT, including:

**Advisory Services**
Business model development, strategic IT planning business case development, IT benchmarking, telehealth, vendor search and selection, M&A and ROI analysis.

**Electronic Health Record (EHR) Optimization**
Comprehensive, customized EHR solutions including implementations, upgrades and optimizations across all major vendor platforms.

**Business Intelligence and Analytics**
Strategy, report writing and metadata development, data warehousing, extractions and mapping for industry-leading BI.

**CRM and Engagement Solutions**
Rollout, support and customization of CRM to help with patient acquisition, care coordination, referral management and patient engagement.

**ERP, HR and Cost Accounting**
Assessments, implementation planning and execution, quality assurance reviews and system optimization services.

COMPANY INFORMATION

- Limited Liability Corporation
- Large Business
- NAICS
  - 541219 Other Accounting Services
  - 541611 Administrative Management and General Management Consulting Services
  - 541612 Human Resources Consulting Services
  - 541614 Process, Physical Distribution, and Logistics Consulting Services
  - 541618 Other Management Consulting Services
  - 541690 Other Scientific and Technical Consulting Services
  - 541990 All Other Professional, Scientific, and Technical Services
  - 611430 Professional and Management Development Training
- DUNS – 111367897
- CAGE – 3KVQ9

CONTRACT VEHICLES

Prime Contractor
Professional Services Schedule, SINs 874-1 & 874-7

Subcontractor
VA Transformation Twenty-One Total Technology (T4) Next Generation
(NG) | Navy Seaport-e | GSA AIMS Schedule 541 | VA EPES BPA | CDC Global Data and Technical Assistance (G-DATA) BPA | CMS SPARC

CONTACT

Amanda Bonser, MBA
Managing Director
Abonser
@huronconsultinggroup.com
678-468-0221

Kelli Blair-McLaney
Manager
Kblairmclaney
@huronconsultinggroup.com
617-266-5563
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Improve today and prepare for tomorrow.
Visit huronconsultinggroup.com/federalhealthcare to contact our healthcare experts.
STRATEGIC SERVICES

- Develop and deploy organizational IT strategy plans and roadmaps
- Telehealth, strategy planning, execution, and workflow redesign
- Patient engagement
- Improved quality outcomes
- Interim IT leadership: CIO, CTO, Managers, Directors
- Project management: Agile, PMP, Lean Six Sigma certifications
- Current-to-future state assessments
- IT budgeting/resource management
- MIPs/MACRA/MU/PQRS assistance
- ACO/HIE preparation, planning, execution
- IT governance/policy/procedure development and deployment
- KPI development and tracking
- Strategic initiative planning and execution:
  - Medication error reduction
  - Accounts receivable improvement
  - Transition of care improvement
  - Patient engagement
  - Patient acquisition/retention

TECHNICAL SERVICES

- IT infrastructure assessment, current and future state
- Data warehousing/archive
- Data base administration/management
- Risk management
- Workflows, policies and processes
- IT security: complete assessments to identify risks and gaps as well as remediation
- Technology/configuration refresh and review
- Interface/engines/HL7
- IT services management and support
- Device management, planning, support
- Data recovery/business continuity planning
- BI/data analytics
- Report writing: vendor reporting, search query language, SSRS
- Meaningful Use, PQRS, eCQMs, MIPS/MACRA, ACO, Press Ganey
- Telehealth: implementing/optimizing digital health platforms
  - Patient Portal
  - Tech enabled/Mobile apps
  - Data & Analytics

EHR SERVICES

- Vendor Search & Selection
- Managed services
- Total cost of ownership
- Project management
- Full system implementations
- Application build, support, testing
- Training/education
- Comprehensive go-live and post go-live support
- Application support
- Clinical/financial/supply chain system optimization
- Interim IT staff augmentation and backfill

Improve today and prepare for tomorrow. Visit www.huronconsultinggroup.com/federalhealthcare to contact our healthcare experts.
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